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My Heritage Fair Products 
 

These products were based off of accounts from people involved, inferences in accordance with historical 
events, and artifacts from museums. Typically, they use inferences and descriptions to represent a certain 
part of the people involved or the events that occurred. The backboard shall be given an overview as well 
with pictures. 
 
Product No. 1: A journal by a police officer, Corporal Rupert Jenkins, onboard the St. Roch 

This journal, created by me, goes over life aboard the Royal Canadian Mounted Police vessel St. Roch: 
the first Canadian vessel to use the Northwest Passage successfully, the first ship to use the Northwest 
Passage West to East, one of the first ships to use an innovative hull that could slip easily through ice 
unlike many other ships, and later on, the first vessel to circumnavigate the entire continent of North 
America by using the Panama Canal and the Northwest Passage. This entry takes place during the 
arguably most famous voyage of the St. Roch, its voyage through the Northwest Passage that lasted from 
1940 until 1942, and is from the perspective of the invented Canadian police officer, Corporal Rupert 
Jenkins. 
Now, if you are a Stan Rogers fan, you may be familiar with the lament “Take It From Day to Day”, a 
fictional lament of a crew member - in one verse, the member says “Larsen’s got us under his thumb” in 
reference to the veteran RCMP naval officer, Captain Henry Larsen, who had captained the ship during its 
famous voyage through the Northwest Passage. This journal entry is not based off of that song, but 
instead, records of the living conditions aboard the ship, inferences made, and a few liberties taken 
regarding the interactions between the crew that are authentic to the era. Throughout this journal entry I 
try to show the sometimes dry wit of the police officers aboard that vessel and of the wartime Canadians, 
which, of course, included army slang and limericks that mock enemies of the British at the time. Here are 
the entries:
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I also included a historical note at the end of this journal. It reads, 
 
Summary of the voyage 

 

Unbeknownst to many of the crew (who had mostly assumed that they were on a 

routine supply mission) this voyage was actually supposed to be a show of 

Canadian/British sovereignty over the Arctic, since many nationalist travellers 

wanted to settle in the places they voyaged to (especially the Americans). 

According to an almost legendary tale, Larsen, upon informing the crew about 

this, also told them that any man who wished to opt out can step forward. No one 

stepped forth. 

The voyage ended in October 1942 when the ship entered Halifax, to much rejoice. 

This instilled great pride in the British Empire and Canada. Only one person had 

died in the voyage, from natural causes. 

 

The St. Roch was based off of one of Roald Amundsen’s ships, Maud. The designer of 

the St. Roch, Tom Halliday, often referred to the blueprints of the Maud 

extensively. A bottle of champagne was cracked over the bow in 1928 when it was 

commissioned. It made several more voyages in its decades-long career, one of the 

most prominent being the circumnavigation of the entire continent of North 

America. When it was decommissioned in 1962, it made one last voyage into the 

docks at the Vancouver Maritime Museum, flags all a-flying. 

 

This journal and Corporal Rupert Jenkins are fictional. However, the events that 

occurred in the entries are in accordance to descriptions of the voyage through 

the Northwest Passage. 

 
Product No. 2: A product demonstrating my knowledge of the perspectives of the people at the time 

In contrast with my previous product, this one here focuses more on the plights and thoughts of several 
different groups of people or entities during the events of the centuries-long search for a Northwest 
Passage. Now, you may be wondering what all the items on top of the platform are. Believe it or not, 
these items are replicas of eyewear worn by the different entities/societies. For instance, here there is a 
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section devoted to the perspective from the Inuit or First Nations point of view. Since you are technically 
now looking through the subject from the eyes of the Inuit, you are looking at the matter through a 
historical lens. To add onto this play on words, I decided to recreate a pair of Inuit snow goggles, which 
were worn to prevent the temporary blindness caused by the constant glare from sunlight bouncing off of 
the snow into your eyes, which was called snow-blindness back then. Similarly, for another aspect, the 
government, I looked at the search for the Northwest Passage from the perspective of the government of 
Britain and Canada, and recreated a pair of opera glasses - an optical device used to view theatrical works 
and other events, and possibly government debates. For the section regarding the perspectives of the 
citizens, a pair of watchmaker’s glasses were recreated to go with the description, to show that the views 
were that of the common people and tradesmen. This product centers around the way different groups and 
societies thought of the Northwest Passage and how different people perceived this possible route so 
idyllic that some might have even assumed it led into magical lands. In making this product I hoped to 
reveal the opinions of people. 
Eyewear and their text: 

 
The Citizens of Canada and the British Empire 

The citizens/public had a lot of influence in the search for a Northwest Passage. From the perspective of 
wealthy donors such as wine-distilling magnates, it was a way to show that they were not greedy with 
their money and that they funded a good cause: the expansion of the British Empire. The public itself 
often wanted to hear daring stories of gallant explorers charting unexplored lands in the news, and as a 
result they often lobbied idle mariners to venture out into the unknown, such as in the case of Roald 
Amundsen. Later on, some British aristocrats and other influential figures would fund searches for the 
Franklin Expedition, the most prominent being Lady Jane Franklin, the wife of the deceased Sir John 
Franklin. In her eyes, she wanted to make sure that “their unhappy countrymen” (as she put it) whose 
skeletons lay in the Arctic were remembered and that closure was shed on the subject. Simply put, the 
public often funded or egged on expeditions in search for a Northwest Passage because they either had 
perspectives regarding honour, wished to find closure for an unsolved matter, held expansionist views, or 
had egoistic reasons. 
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What role did money play in the Northwest Passage? 

Money played a major part in the expeditions: Frobisher only journeyed to the Arctic in search of gold 
and treasure, the HBC only sent ships in search for a Northwest Passage for their own interests (not the 
nation’s or empire’s), and John Ross had almost begged the British Parliament to re-establish a 
prestigious reward for finding the Northwest Passage. It remains very clear that money served as both the 
INCENTIVE and the DETERRENT for the many expeditions for vagabonds and governments alike. 
While at first for the empires it was an incentive to seek out a path through Nunavut, the governments and 
empires soon lost interest, mainly due to the high costs. In that case, money served as the deterrent. 
Similarly, money was an incentive and deterrent for individual expeditions. The idea of having all the 
money and fame to oneself from a successful expedition was very tempting, but on the other hand it was 
not monetarily viable to try, and certainly it was not something an amateur could attempt. Money did 
indeed play a very large part of the choices made in the search for a Northwest Passage.  
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The Canadian Inuit 
Seeing from the perspectives of the Inuit is rather difficult because they were not greatly involved in the 
search for a Northwest Passage, and as a matter of fact they were paid no heed by the Canadian 
Government until the 1930s. But the translations of the few accounts earlier on provide a very benevolent 
perspective. The Canadian Inuit thought of the newcomers as traders from other nations, as the translated 
accounts during the plight of John Davis in the 16th century tell us. However, some suspicion was 
maintained by the Inuit, as there still existed tales of the Vikings, along with some artifacts from their 
longboats. In later times, they traded frequently with settlers and explorers. The most pleasant encounters 
between the Inuit and explorers would be the adventures of John Ross and James Ross, where they traded 
with the Inuit extensively, swapping metals and other precious commodities with routes through the 
islands. At one point, the British gave an Inuk who lost a leg in a bear fight a peg leg carved roughly from 
wood. We can therefore infer that the Canadian Inuit had docile views in those times, and were more than 
open to trading with the newcomers. 
 

 
The Explorers and the Mariners 

The explorers and mariners of the search for a Northwest Passage had many different reasons for their 
crusades into the bleak and unforgiving North. While some mariners, such as Roald Amundsen and Henry 
Larsen, wanted to live up to their naval heritage, others thirsted for treasure, such as Martin Frobisher and 
John Davis, whose exploits in the 1500s were attributed to a short-lived but famed gold rush. A few 
seafarers were essentially hired by the government, such as Robert Randolph Carter, an American mariner 
who was sent by President Zachary Taylor to shed closure on the subject of the Franklin Expedition, 
amidst great public pressure. And of course some people volunteered to gain glory and fame, such as the 
unfortunate fellows in the Franklin Expedition. Meanwhile, William Edward Parry had some personal 
reasons for his funding of search-and-rescue vessels for HMS Erebus and Terror; he knew the dangers of 
the Arctic firsthand, and therefore wished to help his trapped countrymen. In summary, the reasoning 
behind the searches for a Northwest Passage for the explorers and sailors were their views on glory, fame, 
and honour.  
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The Empires  

The major empires involved in the search obviously wanted to expand into more land and therefore gain a 
better foothold in the new continent that we know as North America. The three most notable empires 
involved would be the British Empire, the Spanish Empire, and the Russian Empire. The British Empire 
viewed their expansion as an almost religious obligation, a sentiment that would last for eons. That was 
their immortal reason for their conquests across the seas. The Spanish Empire wanted to rival Britain’s 
superior navy and fast-expanding empire, and as such tried to find the mythical Straits of Anian in the 
16th century, and ended up clashing with Britain in the Anglo-Spanish Wars of the late 1500s, due to their 
own thirst for more land and influence. The wars themself have been viewed by many as conflicts in the 
name of imperial interests. And while the Russians were briefly inclined to assert their own dominance in 
the Arctic, they eventually halted progress because, in their eyes, Europe was a larger point of interest, 
and anyways their empire was already quite unstable due to a series of harsh and half-insane Czars, 
especially the Romanovs. 
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The Government of Britain and Canada 
The Parliament of Britain had held rather indifferent views. As explored in one of my research questions, 
it can be noted that the British had at first been very eager to try to find a Northwest Passage, but as time 
progressed, the government started to lose interest. Large deficits and debts had led to crime peaking, and 
the exploits in the Arctic had racked up high costs in men and money. Additionally, the creation of 
Canada and the discovery of Australia led the British Parliament to change their views, instead trying to 
solidify its influence. Many Britons, especially the wealthy bureaucrats of the government, decided to 
leave the Northwest Passage to smaller individual operations, even when Roald Amundsen discovered a 
route. It would be the Canadians who started to capitalize on the Northwest Passage. In response to the 
growing number of filibusters from the USA the Canadian Government sent a small schooner, the St. 
Roch, into the Arctic. This not only stoked up patriotism for the Canadian Parliament (especially in 
wartime), but in the government’s eyes, it was a way to show that it was ready to defend the nation and its 
sovereignty. 
 
The notes for the aspects are: 

- For the Citizens of Canada and the British Empire: A pair of watch-maker’s glasses in a style 
dating back to the late 19th century 

- For the Canadian Inuit: Inuit snow goggles, hewn roughly from animal horns or bones 
- For the Explorers and the Mariners: Snow goggles made by a member of the Franklin Expedition 
- For the Empires: A monocle, a type of eyewear worn by the British 
- For the Government of Britain and Canada: A pair of opera glasses, which were often used to 

view government debates 
 
Product No. 3: A 3D map with a booklet describing the more prominent expeditions 

This is a fairly self-explanatory product. Using sculpting materials I created a slightly approximated 3D 
rendering of Northern Canada, which I then added paint to with a sponge brush. On top of the map I 
placed a plastic covering (which can be flipped up and down using the red tab on the 
bottom-right-hand-corner) which I added lines to that represented the routes taken by explorers 
throughout the ages. A 2D depiction was also made, which is in a product you will see later.  
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The booklet contains detailed descriptions of the voyages and their routes shown on the map, color-coded 
with tabs and made to correspond with the lines drawn and the legend. However, this booklet also goes 
over the significance of each expedition and how they may have precipitated into further hope for a 
Northwest Passage - or, in the case of the Franklin Expedition, further discouragement. I took this 
opportunity to discuss the continuity and change of the historical timeline of the search for a Northwest 
Passage, in my eyes, one of the more important historical thinking concepts. I looked at each event and 
considered how they might have impacted the proceedings of the search for a Northwest Passage, and 
perhaps more importantly how they affected the following expeditions. 
 
Pictures of the map: 
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The booklet: 

 
Martin Frobisher - 1578 
Martin Frobisher made his first voyage to the Arctic in 1576, with the express purpose of finding a 
Northwest Passage and therefore enriching the quickly-growing British Empire. He returned several times 
afterwards, one of his other voyages being in 1578, this time in search of gold (earlier, he had found some 
ore which later turned out to be pyrite). While his sojourns in the Arctic were unsuccessful, they fuelled 
interest in the idea of a Northwest Passage. 
Its significance 
Despite growing public support of the search for a Northwest Passage, it was Frobisher’s journeys which 
created formal zeal for the idea, even drawing the eye of the British monarch, Queen Elizabeth. 
Frobisher’s excursions, despite their failures to find anything particularly helpful, served as the catalyst 
for the future expeditions. His travels therefore had great significance in the search for a Northwest 
Passage.  
 
John Davis - 1587 
Davis had almost direct permission from the Queen to go search for a Northwest Passage in 1585 (such 
was her enthusiasm about the Passage). Unlike Frobisher, Davis started to trade and interact with the Inuit 
more. Skirmishes over trade led to violence and other forms of hostility, and as such Davis eventually 
stopped going after his last voyage in 1587. Nevertheless, he still voiced his hopes for a Northwest 
Passage, well after his failed searches for one. 
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Its significance 
Davis was good friends with fellow mariner Henry Hudson. He gave lots of information about his 
findings to Hudson, who tried his own hand at finding the Northwest Passage in the body of water we 
know as Hudson’s Bay. In this way, Hudson’s expeditions served as the inspiration for the next searches, 
and so on. This goes to show how significant the first few voyages were: they influenced and brought 
about the following attempts. 
 
Henry Hudson - 1610 
Henry Hudson decided that the Northwest Passage was in the body of water we now know as Hudson’s 
Bay. His four main expeditions, all of which took place in the early 17th century, were influenced greatly 
by his leadership style: Hudson, an obstinate man, had to return back to England for all of his voyages due 
to the threat of mutiny. But in 1611, he was finally mutinied against and set adrift with his supporters, 
never to be seen again. 
Its significance 
Hudson’s failed expeditions had arguably more effects as failures than if they were successes. The 
failures meant that many people still did not know whether or not the Passage existed in Hudson’s Bay, 
and as a result, for several decades afterwards other explorers made attempts in the area, slowing down 
the search for a Northwest Passage. Hudson’s expeditions did indeed yield a lot of significance in the 
search for a Northwest Passage, and his searches may have influenced the creation of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company. 
 
James Knight - 1720 
James Knight was in charge of re-establishing trade in the Hudson’s Bay area following the many clashes 
between foreign interveners and British colonists. He left England in June 1719 with two ships and fifty 
men and was never seen again. It wasn’t until several years later after official expeditions for answers that 
it was discovered that the crew had made the mistake of wintering on Marble Island, which became 
surrounded by ice. They had all starved to death. 
Its significance 
James Knight’s failure to find a Passage in the Hudson’s Bay area at great cost decreased public opinion 
about the Northwest Passage. The Parliament of Britain even went so far as to put up a £20,000 reward 
for finding a Northwest Passage, but even that didn’t do much. This led to the bureaucrats of Parliament 
being discouraged over the lack of enthusiasm and instead turned to sorting out the foreign colonists on 
the continent. All in all, Knight’s expedition had widespread effects. 
 
W. Edward Parry - 1819 
William Edward Parry was a fairly young and ambitious explorer. After learning that the Arctic sea was 
opening up, he launched an expedition into the Arctic, eventually reaching Cape Bounty (so dubbed 
because of the reward given for finding such a place). He and his crew, along with their two ships, stayed 
at Melville Island for the harsh winters, where Parry, displaying his eccentric leadership style, organized 
skits, newspapers, and concerts to keep the crew amused. They returned back home in the early 1820s, to 
a jubilant welcome, and public opinion started rising again. 
Its significance 
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Even though Parry did not find the Passage, his navigation of a great deal of the Arctic gave other 
expeditions a sense of a route to follow. His findings would inspire a fellow mariner, John Ross, to 
continue searching. John Ross’ mildly successful voyages set the stage for the Franklin Expedition, which 
was arguably the most important of them all.  
 
John Ross - 1829 
John Ross was a veteran seafarer who decided that it would be a good opportunity to go ahead with 
searching for a Northwest Passage. Previously, he had searched for a Passage but had turned back at the 
sight of a mere fata morgana. This was a blow to his reputation because it made him look as if he was too 
gullible. But he regained his reputation when his semi-successful expedition in 1829 returned with 
interesting findings about the North Pole and the cartography of the area. He socialized a great deal with 
the Inuit, trading metals and wood for information about the landscape. 
Its significance 
Despite its relative success, the expedition showed a trend in the British government: not only did the 
British cancel the bounty for finding the Passage, it also refused to fund many expeditions. As such, John 
Ross’ expedition was quite significant due to its representation of how the British government was losing 
interest, which would be an important sentiment in the future. 
 
John Franklin - 1845 
The Franklin Expedition has maintained the dubious distinction of being the bloodiest and most expensive 
expedition of the search for a Northwest Passage, commencing in 1845. Despite the luxurious living 
spaces and the great deals of high-end food onboard, the crew of 129 men eventually died from disease 
and starvation, particularly due to lead in their food. Many search-and-rescue operations took place, some 
of them resulting in even more expenses and death. All in all, the Franklin Expedition was the saddest 
part of the Northwest Passage, known for its hopeful start, its painful questions regarding the 
circumstances of the vagabonds in the North, and its coldly grim answers. 
Its significance 
The Franklin Expedition was the most significant search for a Northwest Passage. When it failed, the 
bureaucrats of Britain and Canada gave up completely, even after following expeditions provided a 
possible route. They even refused to continue searching for the ships later on.  
 
Roald Amundsen - 1903 
Roald Amundsen was a Norwegian mariner who launched his own expedition in 1903. Roald Amundsen 
had been preparing very long for it, and with a crew of six men and a small fishing sloop loaded with 
provisions, he made his way through the Northwest Passage east to west. Their success with the 
Northwest Passage could be attributed to the better distribution of the food, more advanced technology, 
and better mettle of the crew. Amundsen met the Inuit rather early into his voyage, and with them he 
traded and had other interactions. As there was a camera onboard, many snapshots were taken of the 
events that unfolded, so thankfully this memorable part of history has been immortalized. 
Its significance 
Roald Amundsen using the Northwest Passage successfully showed that the new technology and 
cartography could find the Northwest Passage. As such, this expedition was very significant due to it 
influencing governments to continue the search for a Northwest Passage. 
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Henry Larsen - 1940 
With the Northwest Passage becoming more commercially viable, the Canadian government wanted to 
enforce their control over the route, and became adamant about how it is in Canadian waters. The RCMP 
Schooner, the St. Roch, was deployed to do just that, led by British-Norwegian RCMP Captain Henry 
Larsen. Unlike Amundsen using the Passage east to west, the St. Roch used it west to east, leaving 
Vancouver in 1940 and reaching Halifax in 1942 (it took so long because it was mandated to deliver 
supplies and take the Inuit census, among other things). These were all accomplished successfully, and 
the St. Roch became the first Canadian vessel to use the Northwest Passage. 
Its significance 
The St. Roch using the Northwest Passage was very significant because it showed to the world that 
Canada was not afraid to maintain its sovereignty, and at the same time gave a morale boost to the British 
and Canadians, most of whom had been losing hope about the war. 
 
Product No. 4: A slideshow I made that went over the main expeditions 

 
This slideshow is more on the simpler side of things. It mainly aims to be more of a concise form of 
information conveyance for the passersby, rather than one that delves further into the historical meaning 
and interpretation of the historical events reviewed in this project. Nevertheless, in physical form it 
proved to be a useful tool for giving information to people who I presented to, and when coupled with 
Stan Rogers’ “Northwest Passage” (which I played in my initial run of presentations) it gave off a vintage 
feel, like a sort of newsreel from the 1930s. This is definitely more of a White-Hat product (so to speak 
using Edward de Bono’s psychological lingo) and I think that it shows my learning in a succinct way.  
 
The slideshow has eight slides in total, with the above one as the sort of title card. The remaining eight 
can be seen plainly below. 
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Product No. 5: An album of sorts I made to show my research questions 

 
This album contains one of my main research techniques, namely, research questions. These are questions 
that are designed to help me learn about my research topic. Generally they are associated more with 
making historical inferences and historical thinking axioms, such as historical significance and primary 
sources, and as a result this is definitely a product more based along the lines of historical judgment and 
the review of the events of the past. I created this product mainly to show how I achieved my end 
products, and as such, research questions were important tools I used to demonstrate the steps I took to 
gain insight into the timeline of the Northwest Passage and the search for it. 
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If you recall, earlier on with the map I stated that there was a more easier-to-see version. It is in the 
following pictures gallery. 
 
Was the Northwest Passage Historically Significant? 
 

Historical 
Thinking 

Before the event, or 
relevant info 

After the event, or more 
relevant info 

Overall, a 
description  

Historical 
Significance - in 
other words, how 
do we decide what 
is important about 
the past? 

Before the search for a 
Northwest Passage, 
Britain did not 
establish a serious 
presence in the 
Northern regions of 
Canada, and indeed 
Canada was not very 
well explored. 

Britain became a dominant 
force in the continent of 
North America, and the 
Inuit were soon assimilated 
into British Canada. The 
Northwest Passage has been 
found, but remains mainly 
under Canadian jurisdiction. 

The Northwest 
Passage and the 
search for it was 
indeed significant, 
causing political, 
cultural, and 
geographic changes 
which affect us 
today. 

 

Criteria Not sig.   1              2             3             4             5   Very Sig. 

How notable was it at the time: 
 
Was it noticed at the time as 
having importance? 
 
How long did it exist or operate? 
 

Significance       1               2               3               4               5i 
 
Evidence: The search for a Northwest Passage has spanned 
centuries and has brought generations of explorers to the 
Arctic. Additionally, the British public was captivated by the 
grim tale of the Franklin Expedition, and some Victorian 
painters have depicted imaginary scenes from the expedition. 
Great deals of money were also spent in the searches, and even 
now the Northwest Passage is disputed. 

Resulting in change: 
 
How deeply felt was it? 
 
How widespread was it? 
 
How lasting were its effects? 

Significance       1               2               3               4               5i 
 
Evidence: Admittedly, the Inuit were not greatly affected by 
the search for a Northwest Passage; the British Government 
was largely unconcerned about their way of life up until 1939 
or so. But it certainly was widespread, for many countries such 
as Norway and America were also involved, and today we live 
with changes in culture (for the Inuit, who had to sustain 
intervention as a result from the explorations), changes in 
geography (Hudson’s Bay was found, and so on), and changes 
in the economy (e.g. the Hudson’s Bay Company). 
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Revealing: 
 
How does this event shed light on 
enduring or emerging issues in 
history or contemporary life? 
 

Significance       1               2               3               4               5i 
 
Evidence: A new (but still not very viable) route was found, 
and the Inuit were discovered. They were ignored by the 
Government up until around the late 1930s, when the 
government started to assimilate them. However, the scrabble 
for world domination would continue throughout the 1800s, 
defining the age of imperialism. 

 
Of what larger story or argument might this event be a part? 
 
The British Empire at the time of the Northwest Passage was highly competitive. In the late 16th century, 
for instance, the British were fighting the Spanish in naval battle while Martin Frobisher searched for the 
passage in the wide expanses of the Arctic. In the later years, the British were embroiled in conflicts such 
as the Seven Years War, the American Revolution, and the Napoleonic Wars, while Cook compassed 
through Canada, Parry perambulated the Pole, and Davis dabbled in the deep. In other words, one can 
view the British search for the Northwest Passage as a continuation of Britain’s imperial interests against 
competition from other nations and empires. 
 
So in response to the question, yes. But I would suppose not really the Northwest Passage, but more so 
the search. You see, the idea of a Northwest Passage caused international competition, which resulted in 
dozens of lives lost. The search for a Northwest Passage and generally the great association with the 
Arctic has inspired many writers to write stories set in the frigid polar wastelands, such as Mary Shelley, 
whose book Frankenstein was partially inspired by the stories of ice floes and snow from the Northwest 
Passage.  
 
Did the failures of the past expeditions affect government/imperial interest? 
 
Yes. In 1828 John Ross, as you may recall, wanted to use a steamboat to explore the Arctic. If he found 
the passage, then he would receive a large sum of money from the British Parliament as the reward. 
However, Parliament had lost interest (partly due to past failures to find the Northwest Passage) and 
suspended the 20000 pound reward. The government decided to rely on their own navy instead to find the 
Northwest Passage, which was both a financial and psychological move - practically no one dared to 
challenge Britain’s maritime greatness. In the years following the Franklin Expedition’s mysterious 
disappearance, the government funded search-and-rescue operations, but ultimately decided to stop 
officially funding the operations in the mid-1850s. John Franklin’s wife, Jane Franklin, wrote a letter to 
Parliament in April of 1856: 
 
“What secrets may be hidden within those wrecked or stranded ships we know not - what may be buried 
in the graves of our unhappy countrymen or in caches not yet discovered we have yet to learn. The bodies 
and the graves we were told of have not yet been found; the journals have not been recovered, and thus 
left in ignorance and darkness with so little obtained and so much yet to learn, can it be said and it is 
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fitting to pronounce that the fate of the expedition is ascertained?” 
 
The Parliament did nothing in response, leaving the search for the Franklin Expedition to 
individually-funded excursions. Indeed, the British Government’s interest had long faded. 
 
Did the Northwest Passage affect public opinion about Canadian independence? 
 
Interestingly, not really. While I was inclined to believe that the Northwest Passage stirred ideas of 
independence and was a deciding factor, it was actually just a very minor part. The British North America 
Act of 1867 which created the Dominion of Canada was based off of previous events. As a matter of fact, 
one of the main reasons why Canada became an independent colony was because of unity. See, provinces, 
French-Canadians and English-Canadians, and the colonial government often quarrelled. The idea was 
put forth to unify Canada into one protectorate, regardless of whether someone was French-Canadian, 
English-Canadian, Protestant, or Catholic. Then an even more radical idea was thought of - why not make 
Canada an independent nation? At first the politicians of the colonial government disagreed, but 
eventually it was decided upon. So no, the Northwest Passage and the search for it was not a major factor 
in the independence of Canada. PM John A. Macdonald actually wanted the public to have less of a say in 
the government, instead wishing for a bureaucratic-style country.  
 
Why did companies exert so much influence during the expeditions? 
 
Like Columbus, the reason why so many explorers were sent to find a passage through the Arctic was to 
find a more affordable route to Asia. The Panama Canal wasn’t built back then, and not a lot of work had 
been done regarding the geography of North America. Furthermore, the other ideas - in this case, the 
theory of the Straits of Anian - were not as reliable a guess. Most of the funds came from rich 
businessmen, such as, in the case of John Ross, a wine-distilling magnate. However, companies started to 
take an interest. In the 1700s and onwards, the Hudson’s Bay Company, now a quickly-growing fur-based 
corporation, became a deciding force in the expeditions due to their funding of private voyages. In 
summary, because of the munificent funding and the privately-sponsored journeys, companies exerted so 
much influence in the Arctic explorations. 
 
Were the Inuit treated better after the expeditions in the Arctic? 
 
To answer this question, I first had to look at what had occurred before the Inuit arrived. According to the 
website “First Peoples of Canada: The Inuit” , the ancestors of the Inuit were the last group of people to 
arrive, from Asia, in the continent of North America, better known as Turtle Island by many Native 
Americans. Since most of the good land was taken by hostile tribes in the southern regions, the Inuit had 
to make do with the wild, cold North. They didn’t encounter white men until the 1500s, when Frobisher 
stepped onto Baffin Island. Since the Government didn’t care much for the ice and snow of the Arctic, the 
Inuit were practically left alone up until the early 1930s, when the advent of the Northwest Passage led 
the Government to increase influence in the Arctic, thus changing the Inuit way of life. In summary, while 
the expeditions didn’t change the Inuit much, it was the Northwest Passage being discovered that really 
made the difference. 
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How does the Northwest Passage affect us today? Are there any parallels we can draw? 
 
Interestingly, the Northwest Passage has not been used for much of its existence. Ice-choked seas and 
impenetrable snow masses have made it hardly a usable route to the Pacific, with the Panama Canal being 
a much more viable option. But recently, the ice that has once blocked the Northwest Passage is melting 
due to climate change. Nations are scrambling for control of the Northwest Passage. In 2019, the Trump 
Administration stated that the Northwest Passage should be in international waters. Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo has called Canadian claims to the passage “illegitimate”, raising the dander of many 
Canadians. Meanwhile, oil has been found under the crust of the Arctic, and now Russia has built strong 
ties with China, including discreetly making a deal with China regarding a pipeline into the Arctic in 
December 2019, part of a plan called the Polar Silk Road. Doesn’t this sort of international division 
remind you of the 1800s? Or the search for the Straits of Anian? Some things really do never change. 
 
Research Questions Album pictures 
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Presentation board pictures 
 
Due to their high volume, the pictures of my presentation board have been put in a separate PDF. The link 
to the document is right here: 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AnL2vTB7x0RYq5F0M6NtvuDL__a7Eo3R/view?usp=sharing 
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